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Dear Madam/Sir <<Last Name>>,

Time Timer® WASH + Soap Dispenser 
30-second handwashing timer with 
automatic, touchless soap dispenser

Are you washing your hands long enough? What about your students,
coworkers, children? Being clean and safe has never been so

important. The Time Timer® WASH + Soap Dispenser is a touchless,
automatic soap dispenser integrated with a visual timer to ensure

hands are being washed long enough to fulfill the WHO
recommendation. The visual aspect of this timer helps all ages and

abilities understand the duration and process of washing hands. 

https://mailchi.mp/185faefeb386/new-improved-time-timeroriginals-14743929?e=[UNIQID]
https://timetimer.eu/time-timer-wash-soap-dispenser/


The timer can be initiated without touching by simply holding hand
under spout. Soap (not included) automatically dispenses and the

timer will begin the countdown. As the disk disappears, time elapses,
encouraging scrubbing through the duration. The timing of the

countdown allows for users to first wet their hands, then wash for the
approved 20-seconds, then rinse. Music and sounds can be used to

reinforce the steps or it can be used silently for sound sensitive
environments. USB Rechargeable. 

Available from May, 2022

Features:

Hands-free activation
Highly visible LCD visual countdown.
Sound options include silent, beep, or Beep and Music
together.
Liquid soap Reservoir holds 300 ml (not included)
See-through window for Soap Level
Rechargeable Lithium Battery - USB charging cable



CATALOGUE 2022 

We are proud to present our
new catalogue 2022 with lots of
new products. 

Click on the image to open the
online catalogue.

Please find below our new products!!

https://issuu.com/robo-toys/docs/robo_catalogue_2022_def?fr=sYWQ1NzgwNzMxMA
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email info@robo-toys.com or 

visit our websites www.timetimer.eu and www.robo-toys.com 
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tel. 31 (0)181 479356, fax 31(0)181 479358 
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